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Dear friends of Orange Umbrella,
We are so excited to share our first-ever Annual Report with you.  This is a huge milestone for Orange 
Umbrella, signifying our growth, maturity, and legitimacy as a business.  You’ll find it is infused with the playful 
and spirited personality of our students and our brand.  It’s a true testament of who we are today and how 
much we’ve grown.

We started working on this Report in January of 2020, the same month that Orange Umbrella turned three 
years old. At that time, we had the privilege of discussing our ideas face-to-face and conceptualizing page 
layouts on white boards. It was a wonderful time of collaborative inspiration that set this project up for 
success, despite the challenges that awaited us.

As we celebrated our third birthday, I decided to focus on the flexible durability of Orange Umbrella for the 
coming year.  In fact, I had encouraged students to keep the words “simplify and evolve” at the forefront of 
everything we did.  

At the same time this mantra was introduced, COVID-19 plagued the world and threatened our tried-and-true 
processes. In true OU form, we quickly adapted. We learned to simplify.  We learned to evolve.

In fact, since early March, our students have courageously embraced a new way of operating and shifted 
expectations of what is ‘normal’ for our business. By doing so, we’ve continued to find success. Client work 
is underway. Contracts are being fulfilled. Communication is flowing and our company culture of kindness, 
acceptance, and hard work is resonating - even through Zoom meetings and FaceTime calls.  

Throughout this Report, we focus on the highlights of the past Academic Year (August 2019 - August 2020).  
We also include successes dating back to our beginnings along with our hopes and dreams for what we 
believe the future of Orange Umbrella to be. 

If this year taught us anything, it is that we cannot anticipate the challenges of the future. But we can 
overcome them.  Through dedication, collaboration, and the momentum of small successes pushing us along, 
truly anything is possible.

With your continued support and belief in our mission, we are certain that the best is yet to come.  Thank you 
for being part of our journey.  We hope you enjoy this Report.

Fondly,

Melissa Jane Barnes 
Director of Programs
Orange Umbrella
mjbarnes@miami.edu
(786) 374-6810

Departments 
& Services

Students
& Alumni

Professional 
Development

Letter from MJ
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01
branding

glossary
1. oranges

the young and inspired  
members that make up OU

2. clementines

new members that bring fresh 
ideas to OU

3. ICM (initial client 
meeting)

our students assess the initial 
needs of potential clients and 
evaluate how we can help

5. refruitment

every semester OU recruits 
students to apply to 
Orange Umbrella

4. SCM (second client 
meeting)

students use this meeting 
to apply their first round of 
strategy and creative ideas to 
the project

6. fruit camp

an intense and cultural training 
camp to instill OU protocol 
and values for all members 
each semester

7. jumping on grenades
 
a willingness to drop whatever 
you’re doing to help your fellow 
teammates overcome 
a challenge

Our brand is more than just a well-designed logo 
-- it’s an embodiment of the uplifting culture that defines who we 
are, the characteristics that make us unique, and the passion for 
the work that drives us to be the best.
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Over the past year, OU developed a new brand guide to showcase 
how our aesthetic has evolved. Even with these changes, the core of 
our identity remained the same - the original logo, colors, and fonts. 

However, the surrounding elements, complimentary colors, and 
supporting visuals transformed into something more bold, iconic, 

and representative of who we are today.

This creative evolution reflects the growth and confidence of 
our students. Our new brand guide is creatively unapologetic. It 

showcases our highly-developed passions, dedication to our craft, 
and unique perspective that only a group of freshly-minded over-

achievers could imagine.

montserrat primary

secondary

additional

additional

additional

Roboto

Work Sans

fierce
sydney

Typefaces
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02
at a glance

we are a thriving startup that’s also a pioneer in 
experiential education. Our success is almost baffling, and the 
most popular questions we get are, “How did you do it? What’s 
your story, and what makes Orange Umbrella so unique yet so 
successful?”

Branding

Colors
ou logo

ou brand

Our logo color palette is fresh and 
modern, just like our business. 
They say to never forget where you 
came from, so these colors draw 
direct inspiration from Miami – the 
orange sunsets of South Beach, the 
green palm trees of Vizcaya, and the 
charcoal streets of Brickell. Our logo 
colors represent both Miami and OU’s 
laid-back, tropical aesthetic.

Our brand color palette is 
bold and bright, just like our 
members. We use a wide 
range of colors to celebrate 
the many colorful and unique 
aspects of our consultancy. 
OU’s culture is energetic and 
fun, and we want anyone 
looking at our branding to see 
that right away.
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our origins

On a day just like any other in January of 2017, students Patricia Fletcher and Kaley Surman met 
our Managing Director, Melissa “MJ” Barnes, at the Koenigsberg & Nadal Interactive Media Center 
to spend hours collaborating about an unnamed “student consultancy.” Fueled by the vision of Dean 
Gregory Shepherd, Brian Weinblatt, and so many supporters of the School of Communication, the 
small group knew there was a great potential and opportunity ahead. Within a few weeks, word of 
the uncharted academic adventure had spread. By April of that year, 16 more students had joined 
the team, ten clients were under contract, and three client projects had already been completed. 
The momentum was palpable.  

In April of 2017, students christened the consultancy with the name “Orange Umbrella,” or OU, 
and established a digital presence across web and social media. Within five months, the fledgling 
business had transitioned from an idea to a legitimate service provider, paving the way for a new 
model of experiential education.

At a Glance At a Glance

mission

Orange Umbrella exists to bridge 
the gap between the traditional 
classroom and the workplace. 
Our value lies in our professional 
experiences, managing real work 
for real clients from start to finish. 
Our business is constantly shifting, 
allowing our work to stay fresh and 
innovative. Collaboration is our 
middle name; not a day goes by 
when we’re not working with others. 
Because of this unique culture, 
our members can gain experience 
in every aspect of a consultancy. 
Sure we’re structured, but we leave 
plenty of room for curiosity. 

We’re positive, we’re profitable, and 
we’re powerful.

vision

Orange Umbrella strives to be the premier 
student-run communication consultancy in 
the country, redefining higher education and 
professional development.

manifesto

By looking at every situation through a fresh 
pair of eyes, we grow.
By knowing the freshest ideas don’t just 
sprout overnight, we develop.
By being unafraid to collaborate and take 
criticism, we learn.
By setting the standard and constantly 
innovating, we are the future.
We are and will continue to be, the ever-
growing Orange Umbrella.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION

pillars
business
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03
timeline

even in our brief history, Orange Umbrella 
has achieved many milestones and celebrated many successes. 
Our past is scattered with up’s and down’s that have made us 
better and taught us valuable lessons. Take a look at some of 
our most notable achievements over the years.

TimelineAt a Glance

by the numbers

205

62%

49

35%

20+

9.8%

2. 2

students have found a home in OU

of leadership roles are held by female students

students on average per semester

of applicants are accepted

majors represented

of students are international

semesters spent in OU per student
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2017
spring

fall

2017 20182018 201920202019 2020
Began with two student members

Launched social media platforms 

Hired by first client - Strangers to Peace Documentary 

Created first Logo 

Redesigned logo to our current form 

Established official departments 

Selected official leadership positions

spring
First Orange Umbrella class graduated

Launched 1st Refruitment campaign

Featured on the local news

Doubled engagement on Instagram

Orangized the Job Shadow program 

Board of Trustees had their first meeting 

fall

spring
Celebrated Orange Umbrella’s 3rd Birthday

Partnered with Super Bowl LIV Host Committee

Featured in Innovate Magazine 

spring
The School of Communication named MJ 

professor of the year

Presentation from Donna Shalala abour career

development 

Partnered with SOHO House  

Volunteered at Art Basel Miami event 

Reached 1,000 followers on Instagram   

fall

Inaugurated student consultancy with two students 
and Managing Director

Hired by first client, Strangers to Peace Documentary

Finalized “Orange Umbrella” name

Recruited first Advisory Board members

Revised logo to its current form 

Instituted Fruit Camp training protocol 

Participated in Cane Talks and hosted Open 
House event

Survived Hurricane Irma

Combined Creative + Production departments

Created Strategy department

Featured in Miami Magazine

Formalized OU Alumni network

Featured on NBC6 College Week

Presented to UM Board of Trustees

Launched first Job Shadow Week 

Hosted 2nd Annual Open House 

Donna Shalala guest lectured at OU

UM begins trademarking OU name and logo mark

Surpassed $100,000 in total gross revenue since 
start of OU

SoC Professor of the Year awarded to MJ

Co-hosted networking event with Soho Beach House

Reached 1,000 followers on Instagram

Instituted Slice of Advice workshop for clients

Featured in Innovate Miami

Hosted Havas Health & You x Slice of Advice 
Alumni event 

Refreshed and expanded OU Brand Guide

Enrolled in Zoom University

Volunteered with Super Bowl LIV 
Host Committee
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04
departments + services

our departments have naturally evolved over 
time, but our services and capabilities have stayed the same. 
OU is broad and wide-reaching — perfectly mirroring the 
vast categories of skills and specialities taught within the 
University’s School of Communication.

Client Work

design + 
branding

social +
digital media

strategy +
insights

events + public 
relations

visual content 
+ media

Logo Creation
Brand Guidelines
Business Cards
Brochures
Flyers
Posters
Print Ads
Packaging
360 Campaigns

UX/UI Design
Web Development
Content Creation
Digital Strategy
Social Media 
Strategy

Consumer Insights 
and Analytics
Target 
Segmentation
Market Research
Strategy 
and Brand 
Development
Creative 
Concepting

Event Planning/
Staffing
Workshops
Press Releases
Media Outreach
Media Advisories
Backgrounders
Fact Sheets

Editing
Photography
Digital Marketing
Videography
Headshots

departments

services
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05
client work

Client work best exemplifies OU’s 
capabilities — with past projects that range from book 
covers and logo designs to full public relations and branding 
campaigns, we do it all. The diversity of our clients keeps every 
department busy, allowing our students to collaborate and 
devise impressive results.

Client Work

Galt Dermatology

Galt Dermatology is a privately-
owned health practice in Fort 
Lauderdale. The owner and 
founder, Dr. Miguel Villacorta, 
hired OU to establish his 
branding. The team worked 
closely with Dr. Villacorta on 
designing Galt’s logo to ensure 
that his vision and ideas were 
captured. OU crafted a website, 
mailer, brochure, and business 
cards for the company. The 
overall goal was to generate 
awareness of the practice while 
showcasing the benefits of Galt’s 
unique services.

design, web, + print
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red ribbon week

Red Ribbon Week is the National Family 
Partnership’s annual campaign. They reach 
families and schools across the U.S. in an 
effort to raise awareness of drug abuse. 
The goal is to educate youth about the 
danger of drug use through a photo contest, 
in which families and schools decorate their 
front doors with a symbolic red ribbon and 
submit their most creative pictures. They 
choose 20 photo contest winners across 10 
different categories each year.

In the Fall of 2019, our PR team created 
a media list that consisted of 600+ 
journalists, influencers, and bloggers. Our 
team interviewed the 20 photo contest 
winners, customized a press release for 
each, then created a pitch to distribute to 
the media that generated story coverage 
across the country.

public relations

Client Work

Sandler Center
video + strategy

The University of Miami

In the Summer of 2019, the University 
of Miami Sandler Center for Alcohol 
and Other Drug Education hired OU 
to film and produce a video series 
to feature students’ perceptions 
regarding the use of drugs and alcohol 
on campus. The videos effectively 
challenged the misconceptions of 
social norms related to alcohol, 
tobacco and other drugs.

The videos ran from Fall 2019 to Spring 
2020, gathering over 700 views on 
Instagram during the campaign.
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other client collabs
Partnerships

06
partnerships

ou provides its students with unparalleled opportunities. 
Partnerships with local businesses allow OU staff to create 
connections with influential companies just around the corner. With 
opportunities constantly knocking at our door, OU students have 
been able to work and volunteer at some of Miami’s top events.
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beach 2livehouse

soho snap
In Fall 2019, OU partnered with Soho Beach House, 
a world-renowned hotel and social club. Soho Beach 
House hosts networking opportunities to its members, 
allowing them to build professional and personal 
relationships among like-minded individuals. 

OU promoted Soho Beach House to students in 
Miami by planning a party at the hotel for our staff 
and their friends. OU students organized all facets of 
the event, including the “Neon Jungle” theme, music 
selection, menu design, decor, and the guest list. 100 
students attended, making the night both a fun and 
productive networking experience. This collaboration 
gave OU students exclusive access to Soho Beach 
House networking events and established impactful 
relationships with the brand and its staff.

Partnerships

In the Fall of 2019, Orange Umbrella was introduced 
to Ernesto and Ashley Arguello, founders of 
Snap2Live, a non-profit organization dedicated to 
saving lives by raising awareness of auto safety. 

Snap2Live partnered with OU to help plan and 
promote one of their biggest events yet - an Art 
Basel fundraiser featuring well-known artists and 
musicians on the top floor of architect Zaha Hadid’s 
One Thousand Museum. OU assisted in all aspects 
of event planning and execution, along with social 
media content and videography support. In addition, 
OU had the pleasure to work with public relations 
agency, BCW Global, to distribute press releases and 
advisories to local media. It was a once-in-a-lifetime 
collaboration supporting a tremendous cause.

Partnerships
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students + alumni

the heart and soul of Orange Umbrella lies with the 
students who have shaped this thriving business into what it is today. 
Each student leaves a lasting impact through hard work, kindness, and 
creativity. Alumni carry the legacy of our success into the workplace 
and give back to our students in more ways than we can count. 

Here are just a few snapshots of some of our students and alumni.

Students & Alumni

In February 2020, Orange Umbrella participated in one 
of the most exciting partnerships yet - Super Bowl 
LIV. For 10 days leading up to the Super Bowl, our 
students worked hand-in-hand with Social Thinkking, 
the Host Committee’s social media agency. 

In their volunteer roles, students monitored and 
interacted with all forms of Super Bowl social media. 
Their duties consisted of creating content for the 
official @miasbliv accounts on Twitter and Instagram. 
Volunteers were given exclusive Super Bowl LIV 
merchandise and VIP access to sponsored events 
throughout the Miami area. 

super
bowl
liv

Partnerships
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students
Brandon Rancap
Brandon Rancap is a senior majoring in Business Technology with a minor in 
Entrepreneurship. He has been a Business Analyst in Orange Umbrella for two 
semesters. He joined OU to surround himself with creative people in a more 
diverse environment. This past summer, Brandon was a marketing intern at Sesh 
Beverages, a company that makes canned cocktails.

Caprina Smith
Caprina Smith was the very first freshman to join Orange Umbrella in her first 
semester at UM. She is now the Vice President of Creative Development. Caprina 
is studying Creative Advertising with minors in Graphic Design and Marketing. 
Her favorite project was The Sandler Center video shoot because it was her first 
project as Creative Director.

Caroline Pease
Caroline Pease is our Vice President of Public Relations. She studies Public 
Relations and holds a minor in Broadcast Journalism. Caroline joined OU to work 
with real clients and improve her communication skills. Being a part of OU led 
her to various internship opportunities. This summer she worked at SHADOW, a 
public relations focused integrated marketing and communications agency.

Kyle Mendelson
Kyle Mendelson has held multiple roles in Design and Insights & Analytics at OU. Kyle 
is majoring in Computer Science and minoring in Business Technology. He joined OU 
to gain more insight about business consulting, one of his passions. Kyle interned 
at Consumer Edge as a Data Engineer this past summer where he used coding 
systems, like Python, to build an internal pipeline tool and a parallelization process.

Braylond Howard
Braylond Howard, a former OU creative director, currently works as an Assistant 

Copywriter at TracyLocke in Dallas. After graduating in 2018, Braylond was chosen 
for a prestigious internship with the Marcus Graham Project, a national network of 

diverse professionals developing the next generation of leadership in communication. 
He advises future creatives to, “Let your passion fuel you to complete your projects as 

quickly as you can--but don’t let speed sacrifice the quality.”

Jacky Sanchez
Jacky Sanchez, a former Public Relations Strategist, graduated in 2019 and later 

enrolled at the University’s Law School. She runs a women-driven business called 
@AlliCompany with a former OU alum, Nicole Argüelles. She suggests for future 
go-getters to, “Just take that first step. When you want something badly enough 

but are scared about future consequences, remind yourself that Rome wasn’t 
built in a day!”

Kara Roberts
Kara Roberts graduated in 2020 as an OU HR Manager. OU taught her to be 
confident and embrace the unknown. Kara is currently working as a Junior 

Marketing Associate at Silver Vase Orchids, a national commercial orchid grower. 
She creates marketing pieces, plans trade shows, handles social media, and 

assists in sales. She gives the following advice to students at OU. “Don’t be afraid 
to get out of your comfort zone and try new skills!”

Lina Katrin
Lina Katrin spent three semesters in OU as a Copywriter, working on a variety of 
internal and client-facing projects. Lina was known for her willingness to help no 
matter the task and her infectious positivity. After graduating in May 2020, she’s 

working towards her goal of becoming a writer by pursuing an MFA in Creative 
Writing from Hollins University. Her advice for future creatives is, “As scary as it 

might be, try pushing yourself and take on projects that excite you.”

alumni
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08
advisory boards

much of Orange Umbrella’s success relies 
on producing professional-grade work with the style and creativity 
of college students. To ensure OU’s work and processes remain 
effective, efficient, and credible, we rely on three advisory boards 
to guide us: our Professional Advisory Board, our Academic 
Advisory Board, and our Alumni Advisory Board.

Our Professional Advisory Board is made up of communication and business experts from all over the 
country. These pros ensure that OU is operating and innovating like a top-tier consultancy, guiding us with 
advice from design to business operations. 

Our Academic Advisory Board is composed of five dedicated and talented professors, each representing 
a department within the School of Communication. 

Finally, our Alumni Advisory Board members are recent graduates and former members of Orange 
Umbrella. They bring fresh experience to push students to their full potential. 

Our advisors are everything to us. They are readily available to students for any guidance, Orange Umbrella 
related or not. They are friends, colleagues, and most importantly, successful role models.

professional 
advisory board 

members 
 

Beth Davis
Bill Surman
Brad Wells
Jared Klein
J.J. Sass

Jose Del Cueto
Juliana Ruiz

Rosario Cuellar
Tim Hawkes

Tristan Stevens
Vicky Suarez

academic advisory 
board members

Ana Francois
Edmund Talavera

Nicholas Carcioppolo
Sarai Nunez

Zevensuy Rodriguez

alumni advisory 
board members

Abby Lloyd
Alain Katsman

Braylond Howard
Chloe Glenn

Christian Felipe
Christina Riccardi

Greg Scott
Jack Feldman
James Murphy
Leah Anderson
Kaley Surman
Maddie Fortna
Maria Cisneros
Maxim Fisher

Michael Esposito
Nadia Phyu

Nick Sambar
Nicole Argüelles
Tommy Huerter

Truman Samberg

Advisory Boards
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culture

one of the most unique aspects of working for 
or with Orange Umbrella is our culture. The way we approach 
our work and each other starts and ends with positivity. We are 
open-minded, engaged, and united. Our students thrive in this 
kind of environment. 

Culture

Culture
At OU, we do not have barriers, especially when help is needed. The mantra, “jumping on grenades,” 
was adopted from CP+B Miami, the agency where MJ first grew in her advertising career. This 
phrase is now a foundational element of OU’s success. Students are encouraged to drop what they 
are doing to help fellow oranges complete a more pressing matter. This deep level of collaboration 
can be recognized as you walk through the doors of the Koenigsberg & Nadal Interactive Media 
Center or pop into a Zoom session. 

We believe that creating a productive environment comes from building a staff made up of people 
who enjoy each other’s company. So, to facilitate camaraderie, OU’s Human Resources staff regularly 
plans team-building activities like guacamole parties, outings to Wetlab, and Zoom icebreakers to 
help staff members build personal connections with their team. 

Students at OU have work ethic, respect for one another, and a love for the work they do. MJ instills 
these values in everyone who joins our ranks, not only for the success of OU, but for life-long 
professional and personal development.
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professional 

development

Professional Development

job shadow
One of Orange Umbrella’s top priorities is connecting our students to working professionals. 
Our Corporate Development team created the Job Shadow program with a specific purpose in 
mind: to give students a sneak peek of a real workplace while also creating talent pipelines for 
local employers. Students have worked closely with some of Miami’s top businesses such as rbb 
Communications, Celebrity Cruises, the community, and Ritz-Carlton Yacht Club Collection.

Alumnus, Alain Katsman, is the perfect example of a Job Shadow success story. Alain’s first 
job shadow experience took place at Sapient Razorfish when he was a student in the Spring of 
2019. Exactly six months later, Alain graduated from UM becoming a full-time designer at Sapient 
Razorfish, where he then hosted three OU students to shadow him that year. 

Job Shadow has been a huge success since it began in the Fall of 2018. With over 30 companies and 
100 students, Job Shadow will continue to foster meaningful connections between our students and 
professionals, while laying the foundation for successful careers.

Professional Development

to bolster Professional Development in OU, our Corporate 
Development and Human Resources teams organize events aimed 
at preparing students to take on the workforce. From video chatting 
with the Marketing Team at Bud Light to hosting local alumni for a 
networking event, creating opportunities for growth and connection 
is at the heart of everything we do.
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slice of advice
With social media being an essential need for the success of a business, managing social accounts 
is a popular request from clients. To fill these requests efficiently and effectively, our Strategy 
department crafted the idea of a hands-on social media bootcamp for our clients.

On November 14, 2019, “Slice of Advice” was born. Employees working in social media for eight 
different University of Miami Libraries joined us in the Koenigsberg & Nadal Interactive Media Center 
for a 3-hour session. Here, teams of students pitched their tips, tricks, and tailored strategies to 
each library group. Every student collaborated directly with our clients, making this one of the most 
successful Orange Umbrella events yet. 

In the Spring of 2020, Slice of Advice evolved into a new but trusted form of professional 
development for students. On February 25th, a panel of six local Orange Umbrella alumni spoke to 
students about their personal job searching journeys in their various fields, navigating the corporate 
world, and maximizing their education at UM. The flexibility of Slice of Advice enables it to be tailored 
to an external client-facing or internal employee-driven program, allowing it to adapt to the evolving 
needs of our OU family. 

Professional Development Social Media

11
social media

our social media presence is a pathway to see 
behind the doors of OU. Whether we are sharing Recruitment 
posts or coming up with the next catchy hashtag for our 
Instagram feed, we want content that speaks to everyone -- 
from our clients to our alumni. Orange Umbrella is a family, and 
we want everyone to have a chance to interact with us.
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our platforms refruitment
Social media has become one of Orange Umbrella’s most influential tools. OU quickly 
developed a unique tone and purpose for all social media channels, finding a way to creatively 
and effectively share information and ideas. Using bright colors, witty captions, and recurring 
themes, viewers are given a direct look into the culture and climate of OU. Our channels 
attract future students and clients alike. 

With purposeful and dynamic posts, the social media team reached over 1,000 organic 
followers in the Fall of 2019. Our Insights & Analytics team also found engagement rates 
increase on our posts by using the following tactics:
 - Group photos spurring recognition
 - Sentiment around celebration
 - Series and repetitive features

OU strives to use social media to give a face to the student business and the stories behind 
it. No matter the platform, our social media personifies the consultancy through relevant, 
engaging, and authentic posts.

Adding qualified and talented new members to Orange Umbrella each semester is essential to 
our success. During “Refruitment,” OU launches a campaign to promote our capabilities and 
increase our awareness on campus.

Coined in the Summer of 2017, each Refruitment uses a specific theme for messaging and 
aesthetics to share information about OU and attract fresh new talent. Past Refruitment 
themes have ranged from pop art to 80’s arcade.

Since Orange Umbrella’s founding, applicant numbers have maintained an upward trend and 
acceptance rates have stayed competitive, keeping Orange Umbrella growing yet selective.
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financials

like any startup, our financial health has wavered. 
But our business model is not based solely on generating profit. 
Student success is our key metric, and we thrive in that realm. The 
following pages review the financial achievements we’ve made and 
the challenges we are working to overcome.

Since the beginning, our singular financial goal has been to become entirely self-sustaining. Each 
year, we aim to generate enough revenue in the Fall and Spring semesters to cover our baseline 
operating costs and to pay a small group of interns a competitive wage in the Summer.

Leading up to FY20, Orange Umbrella held a net surplus of $13,436 -- our largest to-date. When 
COVID-19 struck, client and revenue numbers diminished to an all-time low. Our surplus, along with 
supplemental funds from the School of Communication, covered the net loss.

FY21 has strong potential to net positive. COVID-19 has slowed - but not constricted - our growth. 
We have learned how to operate successfully online, and the potential is high to return to revenue 
levels from previous years.
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Our average contract amount per client continues upward. This indicates that our 
pricing model and client selection processes are working well. It also signals our 
capacity to take on more complex, strategy-based, campaign-centric projects.

University of Miami-based clients continue to make up an increasing percentage 
of our revenue. We attest this to the multitude of intracollegiate referrals and our 
growing publicity and recognition within the University system.

positive financial trends

meet 
frances 
freire

Frances Freire is the Senior Manager for Business Operations at 
the School of Communication. Freire has been helping OU since 
2017 with the budget and expenses, as well as compliance with 
University policy and procedures. 

“My favorite part of working with OU is the TEAM! Besides being 
so creative and talented, it is refreshing to find a group of students 
who are devoted to ensuring that OU is a success and continues to 
grow. MJ and the students truly care about the business and each 
other.  It is always refreshing meeting with the team because they 
help me see things from a different perspective.” 
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Since Orange Umbrella opened its doors in 2017, the growth of students, clients, projects, and 
opportunities has been exponential. But current successes do not hinder future aspirations, and the 
OU students and staff continue to dream big. Focusing on the future may seem futile during times 
like these. However, OU is looking forward, ensuring that students stay motivated, passionate, and 
optimistic about the work and organization as a whole. 

Orange Umbrella and its supporters fully believe in the ground-breaking learning style implemented 
in this student business. We empower student employees to be independent and freethinking, 
guaranteeing real professionalism long before graduation. OU wants to accomplish three major goals 
in the near future: 

1. Pay students in leadership positions.

2. Set up networking and professional learning trips outside of Miami. 

3. Award merit and need-based scholarships to students within Orange Umbrella.

The concept of a full-service, student-run consultancy is still relatively new, but its impact is being felt 
each and every day. If you would like to amplify our influence, please consider investing in the future 
of Orange Umbrella. Any gift will have a meaningful impact on the lives of our alumni, students, and 
the fresh thinkers yet to walk through our doors. 

Again, thank you for being a part of our journey.  We couldn’t do this without you.

To learn more about us, please visit: www.orangeumbrella.com or email us 
at hello@orangeumbrellamiami.com.

looking forward

mjb310

mjb310

mjb310

mjb310

mjb310
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